
 Raising the Next     Generation with

Sword And Shield 
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION 
PREP ISGE MUS-EKKLESIA, duly 
commissioned and inaugurated by 
the Savior to establish Scriptural 
tenets as the foundation of all 
VGBNM B, by which, all 
knowledge, understanding and 
wisdom emanates, is New York’s 
first “Third Place Ekklesia” Place of 
Academia and Discipleship Training 
Specializing in Scriptural-integrated 
Academics, Arts and Amateur 
Athletics Union Basketball, 
purposed to walk alongside 
Believers in the fulfillment of the 
CREATOR’S command to “Teach 
Children in the WAY!” Ergo, the 
“WAY of the MOST HIGH, 
CREATOR!”

iCC Prep’s Blueprint for 
Scriptural-Integrated Accelerated 
Discipleship avails itself to the 
proven and unsurpassed Wisconsin 
Research & Development Center 
for Cognitive Learning-Individual 
Guided Education (IGE) MultiUnit 
System of Elementary School 
(MUS-E) Model developed in the 

late 1960s under the auspice of 
Herbet J. Klausmier. IGE MUS-E in 
its purest application defaults to 
the MOST HIGH’s “PERFECT 
WILL” for instructing children the 
WAY-according to HIS good 
purpose in CHRIST YASHAYA.  
Consequently, recognizes children 
are intricately created in the image 
of the CREATOR, having unique 
learning styles, learning modalities 
and rates of learning.

Furthermore, fuels the facilitative 
Christlike milieus essential for 
continuous educational  
improvements; as well, increased 
learning opportunities.  As a result, 
places each child at the nucleus of 

the instructional program–shifting 
the bureaucracy; thereby, making it 
subservient to the needs of the 
“whole” child: Spiritually, 
Intellectually, Physically, Socially, 
therein, yielding greater academic 
achievement outcomes.
WHY iCovenant Congregation 
Prep ?

The CREATOR commands 
parents throughout scripture to 
raise their children in the “WAY!”
Government Educational 
Institutes have shunned the 
FATHER; having no scriptural 
mandate to educate children in 
alignment w/HIS TRUTH!
The  philosophy  of the classroom 
today will be the philosophy of 
world government tomorrow!
iCC PREP’S rigorous Specialized 
Scripture-Integrated Academics, 
Arts and Amateur Athletics 
educates Disciples according to 
their CREATOR-print in 
ungraded, multiage age Learning 
Cohorts

 Individual Spiritual Guided 
Education Plans



iMISSION-ARY 
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP, 
in answering the call of the FATHER 
to “make Disciples,” is consecrated 
unto the purposeful  illumination of 
Scriptures in Academia, teaching the 
next generation of Disciples how to 
rightly divide the WORD precept 
upon precept, walking in obedience, 
thereof,  ready to give an unwavering 
answer for their TRUST in the 
MOST HIGH and HIS WORD-
MOTIF being,  “Raising the NEXT 
Generation of Disciples Equipped w/
Sword and Shield to go forth as S.A.L.T: 
Speaking,  Acting, Leading, and Thinking 
like the MESSIAH of Nazareth . . . 
Incarnate World Leaders! 

iVISION-ARY 
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP 
being persuaded sanctification is an 
evolutionary process requiring an 
unwavering decision to develop a 
lifelong relationship with the MOST 
HIGH; recognizes youth are often 
too overwhelmed, spiritually ill 
equipped–devoid of spiritual truisms 
that allows one to connect their 
spirit being to their natural state; 
envisions discipleship going beyond 
the transmittal of information to the 
contextual application which leads 
iCC Prep Disciples into an incarnate 
encounter prompting the spiritual 
penetration of their hearts by the 
dunamis WORD empowering and 
equipping them, enabling each to 
become STONG in Spirit (Heart), 
Soul (Mind), and Body, living out loud 
with an indestructible TRUST in the 
MOST HIGH; being a Community of 
S.A.L.T-Y indwellers, NOW! 

iPURPOSE 
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP, 
serving as the BELIEVER’S Third Place 
Ekklesia–typified by a 3-Strand Cord 
(Home, Place of Worship, Place of 
Academia and Discipleship Training), 
is purposed to walk alongside families 
persuaded to live “TRUTH” OUT 
LOUD; raising children with the 
spiritual propensity to do the same, 
thereby, preparing the way for them 
to go forth as S.A.L.TA: Speaking, 
Acting, Leading, and Thinking like the 
MESSIAH of Nazareth–Incarnate 
Global Leaders!

iTHEOLOGY
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP’S 
educational theology is summed up 
by Henry Ford’s  quote . . .

“The most amazing thing that I 
ever witnessed in my lifetime is 
not the invention of the 
automobile, airplane, or atomic 
bomb . . .but that a man would 
be considered educated and yet 
know nothing about the Creator!” 

-Henry Ford 

iMETHODOLOGY 
iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP’S 
Organizational, Instructional, and 
Structural design gives way to a Total 
System of Education instructing the 
WAY the CREATOR intended: 
Individual Spiritual Guided, paying 
homage to each Disciple’s learning 
style and modality.  Thereby, giving 
room for their call to be revealed and 
anointing to be protected; surrounded 
by Ministers of the GOOD NEWS 
who understand their accountability 
to the FATHER!iCovenant Congregation Prep
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iCC PREP ISGE MUS-EKKLESIA 
TOTAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 
BLUEPRINT . . . 

iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP’S Individual 
Spiritual Guided Ecclesiastics (ISGE) Discipleship 
Model dictates specific protocols are adhered, 
fostering Christlike milieus supportive of 3-
fundamental goals: Identification of Disciple’s 
Gift, Talent, and Ability, the Fostering of Disciples’ 
clear understanding of  “Who” and “Whose” they 
are, Nurturing  Disciple’s Singled Eye–ness.

OFFERING . .
• 150+ Scripture-Integrated Courses K-12
• Low Disciple to Academic Minister Ratios w/

Personal Mentor in Small Learning Cohorts
• Individual Spiritual Guided Education in an 

Ungraded-Multiage Structured Learning ONE 

ALL TOGETHER Instructional Environment
• Disciples’ Progression According to Personal Rate 

of Learning;  Achieving Mastery Before 

Advancing Along the Educational Continuum
• Diverse Instructional Materials: WordText, CD 

ROM, Audiovisual, Integrative Technology
• Organized Modes of Instruction: Large and 

Small Groups, Independent Study, One-to-One. 

Peer Tutoring
• Three Award-Winning Accredited Curriculum 

Format Options: Ignitia Online (Level III-XII), 
Print-based WORDTEXT (Bloomers-Level XII), 

and Combination Ignitia w/WORDTEXT (Level 

III-XII)
• LiturgicalARTS Conservatory
• SPORTS Preparatory (Amateur Athletics 

Basketball)

FAQ 
1. Does ISGE mean Disciples spend the day in 
isolation?  Absolutely NOT!  iCC Prep’s Total 
System of Education ensures Disciples LEARN 
ONE ALL TOGETHER in organized modes of 
instruction designed to meet the needs of the 
individual Disciple. 2. Will Disciples become 
overwhelmed in ungraded-multiage learning 
environments? Admittedly, grouping Disciples 2-
grades and 3-years apart together sounds scary 
to adults, but to the average child, it’s the norm 
according to child development stages.  3. Do 
Disciples take NYS Standardized Test? NO! 
However, they do take National Standardized 
Test.

WHY iCOVENANT CONGREGATION PREP? 

BECAUSE . .  
“ THE WORD TAUGHT TODAY WILL BE THE 
WORLDVIEW OF TOMORROW!”
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